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bstract

Forest fire burn areas in the western Canadian provinces of Alberta and British Columbia have cumulative frequ
istributions that are well described by a power law or an upper-truncated power law. The power law scaling extend
any as five orders of magnitude and is observed for different geographical regions and for time intervals ranging fro

ears. The observed scaling exponent varies both geographically within and between provinces and temporally betw
ecords. The temporal variability decreases at the decadal scale, suggesting that decadal distributions may be use
erm fire control planning within a geographical region. For example, for all of Alberta, based on the scaling parame
escribe the 1961–2000 record, we expect approximately 24 fires per year of 100 ha or larger. Unlike the original self-
riticality (SOC) forest fire model that produces a single scaling exponent, the self-similar criticality (SSC) model replic

ange of scaling exponents observed for cumulative frequency-area distributions of natural forest fires.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
Frequency-area distributions of forest fires in vari-
us parts of the world have power law scaling over sev-
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wer laws; Scaling

ral orders of magnitude (e.g.[1–3]). The first objective
f this work is to determine the scaling relationsh

hat describe forest fire cumulative frequency-area
ributions for different geographic regions and for v

ous time intervals in western Canada. The second ob-
ective is to identify or develop a model that replicates
he observed scaling relationships and thereby gain
nsight into the natural processes that cause forest fires.

d.
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The forest fire self-organized criticality (SOC) c
ular automata model[4–6] has been used to mod
orest fire frequency-area distributions[1–3]. The SOC
odel was introduced by Bak et al.[7] and later deve
ped into a forest fire model[4]. The original fores
re model of Bak et al.[4] is referred to in this pape
s the traditional SOC forest fire model. It has b
hown that the SOC forest fire models are not cri
hen the probability of tree growth is small and
rids are large[8–10]. This is not necessarily a pro

em when modeling natural forest fires, since one
onsider model parameters that are within the ra
hat produces power law scaling.

The forest fire model represents the forest as a
imensional lattice. In the traditional SOC model[4],

rees are added to randomly selected grid cells in
essive steps. A match is periodically dropped
andomly selected grid cell and, if a tree is pres
hat tree and all trees in non-diagonal adjacent
urn and are removed from the grid. The traditio
OC model[4] generates forest fire non-cumulat

requency-area distributions with a power law sca
xponent equal to one.

Variations of the forest fire SOC model have b
roposed. Drossel and Schwabl[11] and Albano

12,13] introduced tree immunity, where a proba
ty is set for whether a tree will burn if an adjace
ree is burning. Sinha-Ray et al.[14] replaced periodi
gnition with an auto-ignition threshold based on
ge of trees. Hergarten[15] explored many variation

n the forest fire model such as including random
referred wind directions and allowing diagonal nei
oring cells to burn.

. Scaling relationships

.1. Power law

Cumulative frequency-size distributions associa
ith many natural systems exhibit power law sc

ng. Examples include earthquakes (e.g.[16]), floods
17,18], landslide areas[19], hotspot seamount vo

mes[20,21], and forest fire areas[1–3]. A power

aw applied to a cumulative distribution has the
orm

˙ (r) = Cr−α (1)

t
w
r
l
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here Ṅ(r) is the cumulative number of events p
nit time with size greater than or equal tor, α is the
caling exponent, andC is the activity level, a consta
qual to the number of events per unit time with s
≥ 1.

.2. Tapered power law

The tapered power law is the product of a power
nd an exponential function (e.g.[22–24]). The powe

aw term dominates for smaller sizes and the expo
ial function causes a decrease from the power la
he larger event sizes. A tapered power law,ṄTa(r), has
he form

˙ Ta(r) = Cr−α exp

(−r

θ

)
(2)

hereṄTa(r) is the cumulative number of events p
nit time with size greater than or equal tor, Cr−α is

he power law (Eq.(1)), exp(−r/θ) is the exponentia
ecrease from the power law, andθ is the event siz
here the cumulative number has fallen to 37% (e)
f the power law value (Cr−α).

.3. Upper-truncated power law

An upper-truncated power law[25] has been foun
o describe cumulative distributions associated
everal natural systems including earthquake ma
udes[26], tsunami run-up heights[27], longshore ero
ion and accretions cells[28], hot spot seamount vo
mes[21], petroleum field sizes[29], and fault length
nd offsets[29]. An upper-truncated power law,ṄT (r),
as the form

˙
T (r) = C(r−α − r−α

T ) (3)

hereṄT (r) is the cumulative number of events p
nit time with size greater than or equal tor, α is the
caling exponent, and there are no events of sizrT

r larger. Since each value in a cumulative distribu
ncludes all larger events, upper truncation of the

ribution decreases the cumulative number associated
ith each event size. In Eq.(3), the second term,Cr−α

T ,
epresents this decrease, or “fall-off”, from the power
aw, Cr−α.
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.4. Pareto functions

The Pareto, tapered Pareto, and truncated P
unctions have been used to describe frequency
istributions of forest fire burn areas (e.g.[24,30]). The
arious Pareto functions describe cumulative prob
ty distributions, which yield the probability of occu
ence of an event of a given size or smaller. The Pa
unctions can be rewritten as survivor functions, wh
ield the probability of occurrence of an event o
iven size or larger. The Pareto functions and rel
urvivor functions are normalized by the numbe
vents in the record, not by the time duration of
ecord. The power law, Eq.(1), tapered power law, E
2), and upper-truncated power law, Eq.(3), are normal
zed by the time duration of the record, which yields
umber of events occurring per unit time. To ana

he number of fires occurring per year of a given
nd larger, we use Eqs.(1)–(3).
. Data

We analyze forest fire burn areas cataloged for the
anadian provinces of Alberta from 1961 to 2002 and

l
T
p
(

ig. 1. Cumulative (gray circles) and non-cumulative (black dots) frequ
f (a) Alberta and (b) British Columbia plotted at the same scale. Th
rea in hectares (ha). The distributions are well-described by both the
UTPL, dotted line).
sica D 211 (2005) 221–234 223

ritish Columbia from 1998 to 2002. The Alberta for
re catalog, obtained from the website of the F
st Protection Division of the Government of Albe
eports some fires as small as 0.01 ha. We analyze
reater than one hectare for Alberta. The Protec
ranch of the Ministry of Forests of British Columb

eports fires of five hectares and larger. We analyze
f 5 ha and larger for British Columbia. The Alberta a
ritish Columbia data are subdivided into fire regi
nd districts, which we use for regional analysis.
lberta, fires designated “S” and “P” in the catalog
ccur within the same southeast slopes region an
ombine these for regional analysis.

. Analysis

The cumulative frequency-area distributions
ecorded forest fires in both Alberta and Brit
olumbia exhibit strong power law scaling over
any as five orders of magnitude (Fig. 1). For the
argest fires there is a “fall-off” from the power law.
he distributions, including the “fall-off” from the
ower law, are well-described by the tapered power law
Eq. (2)) and the upper-truncated power law (Eq.(3)).

ency-area distributions for recorded forest fires in the Canadian provinces
e vertical axis is number of fires per year and the horizontal axis is fire
tapered power law (TaPL, dashed line) and the upper-truncated power law
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pplying Eqs.(2) and (3)to forest fire data,̇NTa(r) and
˙
T (r) are the observed cumulative frequency (num
f fires per year) andr is forest fire area. The paramet

or each function are found by using the Levenb
arquardt algorithm to minimize chi-squared[31].
he tapered power law and upper-truncated powe
ield nearly identical values for the scaling expon
nd activity level of each distribution (Fig. 1).

Differences between the tapered power law
pper-truncated power law only become evident a
izes larger than those recorded in the time inte
nalyzed (Fig. 1b). For the tapered power law, there
o upper limit to the largest fire size as the function c

inues to decrease exponentially. The upper-trunc
ower law has an upper limit, as does the data
eing analyzed. The value ofrT is determined from

he observed “fall-off” in the data and is the event s
here the upper-truncated power law that best fits
ata equals zero. The termrT should not be misin

erpreted as the maximum fire size that can pos
ccur.

A tapered power law (Eq.(2)) requires both a powe
aw and an exponential function to describe the fo
re burn area distributions. An upper-truncated po
aw (Eq.(3)) describes the observed distribution w
ut introducing an exponential term and is physic
easonable. Upper-truncation may be controlled by
nite size of a study area or by temporal limitations
he collected data[29]. For forest fires, maximum po
ible burn area is limited by the size of the contigu
orest. Also, the limited duration of the analyzed rec
ay not include the largest fires that can occur in th

egions. Due to the physical and temporal limitati
f the forest fire data, we use the upper-truncated p

aw for the rest of our analysis.

.1. Temporal variability

Annual records of forest fires in both Alberta a
ritish Columbia can be analyzed for temporal v
bility. For Alberta, we compare the total distribut

rom 1998 to 2002 (Fig. 2a) to the distributions for eac
ndividual year (Fig. 2b–f). All the distributions exhib
ower law scaling over several orders of magnitu

he dotted lines inFig. 2b–f represent the best fit of

he upper-truncated power law to the combined record
n Fig. 2a. In 2001 and 2002 there was no “fall-off”
rom a power law. The parameters of the best-fit func-

(
b
t
r

sica D 211 (2005) 221–234

ions vary from year to year. The annual distributi
all above the dotted line in more active years, suc
998 (Fig. 2b), and below the dotted line in less act
ears, such as 2000 and 2001 (Fig. 2d–e). There is als
n annual variation in the largest recorded fires.

argest fire in 2002 was two orders of magnitude la
han the largest fire that occurred in 2000. The sca
xponent,α, relates the number of small fires to
umber of large fires. A larger scaling exponent in
ates a larger ratio of small fires to large fires. The s
ng exponent for Alberta varies temporally, with a m
mum of 0.25 in 1999 to a maximum of 0.46 in 200

The forest fire record for British Columbia m
e analyzed for the same years that we analyze
lberta. We compare the forest fire area distribu

rom 1998 to 2002 (Fig. 3a) to the distributions fo
ach individual year (Fig. 3b–f). As seen for Alberta
ll the distributions exhibit power law scaling over s
ral orders of magnitude and there are annual varia

n the scaling parameters (Fig. 3).
Comparison of the annual distributions for Albe

nd British Columbia reveals several years in which
wo provinces experienced similar deviations from
-year record (Figs. 2 and 3). In 1998, both province
ad a more active fire year than the 5-year record

he distributions lying above the dotted line. In 19
nd 2001 the largest fires recorded in both provi
ere roughly an order of magnitude smaller than

argest fires in each 5-year record. For both provin
he distributions exhibit no “fall-off” from a power la
n 2001 and 2002. While there are many similari
etween the two provinces, there are also differen

n 2000, Alberta experienced its least active fire y
Fig. 2d) while fire activity in British Columbia wa
onsistent with the 5-year record (Fig. 3d).

Alberta has a continuous forest fire record exte
ng back to 1961, so decadal variations can be
yzed. The cumulative frequency-area distribution
961–2000 (Fig. 4a) is compared to the distributio

or each decade (Fig. 4b–e). All the decadal distribu
ions are well-described by an upper-truncated po
aw. The scaling parameters that describe each de
re consistent with the 40-year record (Fig. 4), with

ar less variability than observed for the annual rec

Figs. 2 and 3). The consistency in the observed distri-
utions from one decade to the next in Alberta suggests
hat the scaling parameters are representative of the
egion and may be used for forecasting.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative frequency-area distributions for forest fires in Alberta for the time interval (a) 1998–2002, and for the individual years (b)
1 are giv line) that
d at des subsequent
p

4

a

998, (c) 1999, (d) 2000, (e) 2001, and (f) 2002. Parameters
escribes each distribution. The upper-truncated power law th
lots (b–f).
.2. Regional variability

The Alberta and British Columbia forest fire cat-
logs are subdivided spatially into fire regions and

c
t
A
fi

en for the power law or upper-truncated power law (thin solid
cribes the entire time interval (a) is shown as a dotted line in
enters. To examine regional variability, we analyze
he cumulative frequency-area distributions for four
lberta regions (Fig. 5) and for five British Columbia
re centers (Fig. 6). All the cumulative frequency-area
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F n Britis ual years
( rther d

d an
u -
s o-
n ithin
e
i
c
C

a fires
r ay be
d ast.
ig. 3. Cumulative frequency-area distributions for forest fires i
b) 1998, (c) 1999, (d) 2000, (e) 2001, and (f) 2002. SeeFig. 2for fu

istributions are well-described by a power law or
pper-truncated power law (Figs. 5 and 6). There is con
iderable variability in fire activity level, scaling exp
ent, and maximum fire size between the regions w

ach province (Figs. 5 and 6). The observed variability

s likely caused by differences in region sizes and local
onditions. For example, the Coastal center in British
olumbia has lower fire activity and the largest fires

5

f

h Columbia for the time interval (a) 1998–2002, and for individ
etails.

re an order of magnitude smaller than the largest
eported at any other center. These lower values m
ue to the relatively wet environment along the co
. Modeling

Many natural phenomena that exhibit power-law
requency-size distributions are modeled as self-
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F Alber 961–1970,
( rs are g scribes each
d entire (b–e).

o
a to
o fire
S
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t ns.
ig. 4. Cumulative frequency-area distributions for forest fires in
c) 1971–1980, (d) 1981–1990, and (e) 1991–2000. Paramete
istribution. The upper-truncated power law that describes the

rganized critical (SOC) systems (e.g.[7]). Malamud
nd Turcotte[1] applied the forest fire SOC model
bserved forest fire areas. The traditional forest

OC model[4] generates non-cumulative frequency-
ize distributions that follow a power law with a scal-

ng exponent equal to one. This implies that a loga-
ithmic function, rather than a power law, describes

F
t
N
f

ta for the time interval (a) 1961–2000, and for the decades (b) 1
iven for the upper-truncated power law (thin solid line) that de

time interval (a) is shown as a dotted line in subsequent plots

he cumulative distribution[1,29]. The scaling expo
ent of the traditional SOC model[4] is inconsis

ent with actual forest fire frequency-area distributio

or the Canadian provinces examined in this work,

he scaling exponent,α, ranges from 0.15 to 0.92.
on-cumulative forest fire frequency-area distributions

or regions in the United States and Australia fol-
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F in Albe gions (b)
N nd (e) N per-truncated
p

l om
1
t
α

e

a than
ig. 5. Cumulative frequency-area distributions for forest fires
ortheast slopes, (c) Southeast slopes, (d) Northeast Boreal, a
ower law (thin solid line) that describes each distribution.

ow a power law with scaling exponents ranging fr

.31 to 1.49[1]. These scaling exponents correspond

o cumulative distributions with scaling exponents,
, ranging from 0.31 to 0.49[1,29]. Observed for-
st fire cumulative frequency-area distributions exhibit

o
[

m

rta from 1996 to 2000 for (a) the entire province and for the re
orthwest Boreal. Parameters are given for the power law or up

range of scaling exponents that are all less

ne, inconsistent with the traditional SOC model

4].
A goal of SOC models is scale invariance, with the

odel producing distributions described by a single
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F in Britis r the fire
c heast, er-truncated
p

s
m
c
c

ig. 6. Cumulative frequency-area distributions for forest fires
enters (b) Cariboo, (c) Prince George, (d) Kamloops, (e) Sout
ower law (thin solid line) that describes each distribution.
caling exponent. In contrast to the traditional SOC
odel [4], varying the parameters of the self-similar

riticality (SSC) model[20,32] produces power law
umulative distributions with different scaling expo-

n
i
m
r

h Columbia from 1998 to 2002 for (a) the entire province and fo
and (f) Coastal. Parameters are given for the power law or upp
ents. The SSC model has been applied to the geophys-
cal process of hotspot seamount formation[21] and

ay provide insight into natural systems that exhibit a
ange of scaling exponents.
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The SSC model is discussed in detail by Burrou
20], Hergarten[15], and Tebbens and Burroughs[32]
nd is summarized here. A square grid contain
tochastic fractal pattern of critical cells. Cells sele
s critical do not change and remain in the critical s

hroughout each model run. The model consists of
omly selecting cells in successive steps. At each
ach cell is in one of three possible states: empty, o
ied, or critical. As applied to forest fires, there

hree possible outcomes at each step. If an empty
s selected, a tree is added. If a cell is selected
lready contains a tree, nothing happens. If a cri
ell is selected, all trees in surrounding non-diag
djacent cells are cleared from the grid, simulatin

orest fire. The critical cells represent regions wh
orest fires originate. An event is the occurrence
re. The number of trees cleared from the grid is
vent size, representing forest fire area.

Applying the SSC model to forest fires, the criti
ells represent locations of cloud-to-ground lightn
trikes that ignite fires. Approximately 85% of the a
urned in Canada annually is a result of lightni

nduced fires[33]. Ignition site locations differ for eac
un of the model, as do the locations of fires cause
ightning in different years[34]. The modeled fore
re size distributions depend on the fractal dimen
f the critical cells, not on the particular critical c

ocations in each model run.
For a given fractal distribution, the density of cr

al cells in some regions of the grid will be greater t
n other regions of the grid. Regions with fewer cr
al cells have fewer fire initiation sites and tend to h
arger fires. Increasing the fractal dimension of the c
al cells results in more small fires and fewer large fi
ncreasing the activity level and the scaling expon

We create stochastic fractal patterns following
pproach of Mandelbrot[35]. We start with a squa
rid generator of sizenr rows bynr columns. The gen
rator contains a fixed number,nc, of randomly locate
ritical cells. The second order stochastic fracta
btained by replacing each critical cell of the first or

ractal with the generator containingnc critical cells a
eselected random locations. The process is repea
reate higher order fractal patterns. The spatial fra

imension of the critical cells,Dc, is

c = ln nc

ln nr
(4)

T
v
f
p

sica D 211 (2005) 221–234

e create third-order stochastic fractal patterns
r equal to 7, producing grids of 343 by 343 cells.
electingnc to be 6 and 10, we create stochastic frac
ith Dc equal to 0.92 and 1.18, respectively. We run
SC model on these grids for 2.03 million iteration
roduce event size distributions. For each dimens

he model is run five times using an independently g
rated pattern of critical cells each time. Varying

ractal dimension of the critical cells in the SSC mo
roduces cumulative frequency-size distributions w
range of scaling exponents[32], similar to the rang
bserved for natural forest fires.

The resulting cumulative frequency-size distri
ions follow Eq. (3) with scaling exponents,α, of
pproximately 0.4 forDc = 0.92 and 0.6 forDc = 1.18
Fig. 7). For the range of values ofDc appropriate
or modeling forest fires,α is approximately equal t

c/2 [32]. This Dc/2 relationship is consistent wi
he scaling exponent of void size distributions deri
or a Euclidean embedding space and applied to
izes between galaxies[36]. The forest fires are co
ained within the space between the critical cells
represents the scaling exponent of the forest fire
istribution. For SSC model values ofDc greater tha
pproximately 1.3, the relationship betweenDc andα

s nonlinear[32]. Possible causes of this nonlinear
uch as finite size effects, are discussed in[32] and[36].
ig. 8 shows examples of three fires generated by
SC model using the critical cell pattern illustrate
ig. 7with Dc equal to 0.92. For a given event, the e
f the burn area is uneven and there tend to be i
al pockets of unburned trees, similar to the pat
roduced by natural forest fires.

. Discussion

.1. Forecasting

If a particular scaling function is found to descr
system, that function may be used for probab

ic forecasting. For instance, Gutenberg and Ric
16] demonstrated that earthquake frequency size
ributions in southern California follow a power la

he scaling exponent of the power law, called theb-
alue, has been determined by numerous researchers
or different regions worldwide and is the basis of
robabilistic earthquake forecasting. We adopt a sim-
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Fig. 7. Sample of SSC model output for 2.03 million iterations on a 343 by 343 grid with critical cell dimensions,Dc, 0.92 and 1.18. The
cumulative distributions are well-described by an upper-truncated power law (Eq.(3)) with scaling exponents 0.39 and 0.56. The scaling
exponent of the distribution depends on the fractal dimension of the critical cells. The SSC model replicates the cumulative frequency-area
distributions observed for natural forest fires.

Fig. 8. Individual fire events generated by the SSC model using the critical cell pattern inFig. 7with Dc equal to 0.92. Light gray represents cells
occupied by trees. Black represents cells that burn in a single event of the size indicated. White represents unoccupied cells and often reveals
the outline of past events.
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lar approach to the probabilistic forecasting of for
res.

In Alberta, similarities in frequency-area distrib
ions from one decade to the next (Fig. 4) suggest tha
he scaling parameters may be used to forecast f
re burn areas. Based on the 1961 through 2000 re
or all Alberta we expect approximately 24 fires
ear of 100 ha or larger, 8 fires per year of 1000 h
arger, 2 fires per year of 10,000 ha or larger, and 1
very 2.5 years of 100,000 ha or larger (Fig. 4a). Fore
asts are appropriate within the observed range o
ata, but may be inaccurate if extrapolated to large
izes.

The variability in scaling relationships observ
or different centers and regions within each provi
Figs. 5 and 6) indicates that localized forecasts m
e possible. While a 5-year record is probably ins
ient to accurately characterize the long term beha
f each region, variations between regions are ap
nt. Scaling relationships determined for one re
annot be applied to other geographic regions. W
lberta more fires are expected each year in the b

orests (Fig. 5d and e) than in the northeast and so
ast slopes (Fig. 5b and c). Based on the availa
ecord, roughly one fire per year of 100 ha or lar
s expected in the Southeast slopes region while
ortheast boreal region is expected to have rough
res per year of this size (Fig. 5). Regional variability
s also observed within British Columbia. For instan
res of 10 ha or larger are expected to be reported
o four times per year in the Coastal center and fif
imes per year in the Kamloops center (Fig. 6). Longer
ecords for these regions are needed to refine or co
hese forecasts.

.2. Implications for forecasting large events

The tapered power law and upper-truncated po
aw both describe the observed “fall-off” in the fo
st fire distributions. The upper-truncated power
uickly falls to zero beyond the largest observed
izes and therefore cannot be used to forecast
arger than those in the record. For some natural
rds, such as tsunamis and earthquakes, the pow

ortion of the upper-truncated power law (Eq.(3)) may
e used to forecast events larger than those observed in
short-term record[26,27]. For forest fires in British
olumbia, extrapolation of the power law portion of

a
r
s
F
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q.(3)predicts approximately eleven fires of 90,000
r larger every 50 years. Only four fires of this size

arger have been observed since 1950, indicating
his approach is not appropriate for forecasting la
res. An ancillary implication of this result is that t
bserved upper-truncation of forest fire area distr

ions is not due to the short duration of the data se
ound for earthquakes[26] and tsunamis[27], but to
nother cause such as the finite size of the contig

orest. The tapered power law cannot be extrapo
o larger fire sizes because the function predicts
ew large events. The tapered power law under-pre
he number of large fires, predicting only one fire
0,000 ha or larger every 9.7 million years. Four fi
f 90,000 ha or larger have been reported since 1
hus, the power law, the tapered power law, and
pper-truncated power law cannot be extrapolate
ake meaningful forecasts of the probability of fi

arger than those in the observed data set.

.3. SSC model and lightning

The ability of the SSC model to replicate t
bserved forest fire burn area distributions sugg

hat locations of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes t
gnite fires may be fractally distributed. Spatial cl
ering is a property of a fractal distribution. Spa
lustering has been observed for lightning strike d
ity in Ontario, with the cluster pattern varying fro
ear to year[34]. Future studies could examine whet
r not the patterns of fire-igniting lightning strikes

ractal with dimensions similar to those predicted
he SSC model.

.4. Forest fire size classes

Several forest fire size classes have been used
he past decades without consistency between va
gencies. For example, a report on forest fires by
orpo Forestale dello Stato lists four size classes

han 1, 1–5, 5–100 ha, and greater than 100 ha[37]. A
re season report created by the Montana Forestry
ion defines seven size classes: 0.01–0.25, 0.26
0.0–99.9, 100.0–299.9, 300.0–999.9, 1000.0–49

nd 5000 acres and larger, designated size class A–G,
espectively[38]. In 1986, a logarithmic scale for fire
ize class was adopted by the Canadian Interagency
orest Fire Center (CIFFC)[39] (Table 1). This clas-
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Table 1
Forest fire size classes

Number Letter Area (ha)

1 A Up to 0.1
2 B 0.11–1.0
3 C 1.1–10
4 D 10.1–100
5 E 100.1–1,000
6 F 1000.1–10,000
7 0
8
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fter CIFFC[39].

ification scheme is similar to the logarithmic binn
f the Gutenberg-Richter scale for earthquake ma

udes[16]. Observed forest fire area distributions
anada (e.g.Figs. 1–6), Italy [2], China[3], the west
rn United States[1], and Australia[1] are all well
escribed by a power law or an upper-truncated po

aw over several orders of magnitude. Logarithmic d
ions are used in many fields to represent a qua
f the range of values extends over many order

agnitude. Examples include sound (decibels), e
uakes (Gutenberg-Richter magnitude scale), and

ty (pH scale). Logarithmic binning is particular
ppropriate for quantities that exhibit power law s

ng since one unit on a logarithmic scale repres
ne order of magnitude. Since forest fire area distr

ions exhibit power law scaling, the use of logarithm
ins to define fire size classes is appropriate (e.g.[39])
Table 1).

. Conclusions

Forest fire cumulative frequency-area distributi
or the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Brit
olumbia are found to be well-described by a po

aw or an upper-truncated power law with scal
xponents ranging from 0.15 to 0.92. A classifica
cheme with logarithmic bins is therefore appropr
or describing forest fires (e.g.[39]). Regional variabil
ty in the scaling parameters is observed both wi
nd between provinces. Temporal variability is fo

or annual records, but the variability decreases a

ecadal scale suggesting that decadal distributions may
e used for long term fire control planning within a geo-
raphic region. The SSC model as applied to forest fires
ay provide a link between fractal geometry in nature

[

[
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nd observed power law frequency-size distribut
f forest fire burn areas.
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